
NEW Multi-feed top fill soap system for Verge™ soap dispensers.
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Commercial Washrooms. Brought to Life.



Translucent ring 

illuminates to  

indicate low soap  

or power.

LED Indicators

Flashing Red:  

low soap

Flashing Green:  

low power

INTRODUCING THE VERGE  

MULTI-FEED SOAP SYSTEM

Save time and money with the new Verge™ top fill multi-feed soap system 

featuring a large capacity 1.3 gallon (5.0 L) tank that can supply up to six 

soap dispensers. Ideal for high traffic applications with multiple handwashing 

stations such as airports, convention centers, shopping malls and schools.

Allow maintenance staff to be more efficient by refilling 

multiple soaps through a single top fill hub. 

Smart sense system with LED indicator on the fill port lets 

maintenance staff know when soap and battery levels are low.

Smart sensors provide audible and visual indicators 

to prevent overfilling for less mess.

1.3 gallon (5.0 L) tank; accepts foam or liquid universal soap.



Many soap systems today use individual proprietary soap 

cartridges that require multi-year soap contracts, are 

troublesome to replace under counters and create waste. 

The Verge multi-feed system uses universal bulk soap in 

liquid or foam options, which can save up to 85% compared 

to soap systems that use proprietary cartridges.  

The fill port hub is made of durable, chrome plated brass 

construction to handle the demands of busy restroom environments 

and features a tamper-resistant screw to prevent vandalism. 

The multi-feed soap system integrates seamlessly into multiple 

Bradley handwashing fixtures or any sink system. The fill port hub is 

available in 6 finishes to coordinate with Verge matching soap dispenser 

and faucet sets to give your washroom design a cohesive look.

FINISHES

Brushed
Black 
Stainless

Brushed
Bronze

Brushed
Brass

Brushed
Nickel

Brushed
Stainless

Polished 
Chrome

Verge multi-feed soap system with Crestt 

soap and faucet pair in brushed nickel

Designed to work  

with Verge soap  

and faucet sets

Crestt

Metro

Linea

Zen
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1 Installs and works consistently across all 4 Verge soap dispenser models.

2 Large capacity 1.3 gallon (5.0 L) soap tank.

3 Low soap sensor triggers when soap level is below 25% capacity.

4 Overflow sensor triggers audible and visual indicators when soap level reaches 90% capacity.

5 42" (1067 mm) of 3/8" (10 mm) diameter flexible tubing supplied to feed up to 6 soap dispensers.

6 Battery pack or AC adapter power options. Optional AC adapter splitter kit available to power 

additional soap dispensers and faucets.

7 Maintenance shut off valve and drain allows maintenance staff to flush supply lines with no 

disassembly required.
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MULTI-FEED SOAP SYSTEM WITH PERSONAL SOAP ON 3-PERSON BASIN
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* Faucet control  
boxes not shown
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VISIT OUR SOAP COST CALCULATOR AT BRADLEYCORP.COM/SOAP-SAVINGS  

TO SEE HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE WITH BRADLEY SOAP SYSTEMS.


